
X-Ray Analysis in a Vacuum?
Don Chernoff, Small World Co.

Performing X-ray analysis on a sample in an SEM used to be relatively
straightforward. Straightforward and not always very exciting. Things have
gotten a lot more interesting, In jus! the past few years, the amazing
development oi variable pressure SEMs has revolutionized the way we can
look at samples. At !he same time these new machines have changed the
way we can image samples, they have also affected how we perform X-ray
analysis on those samples.

I apologize in advance for the following gross simplification. For quite a
lot of samples, the point and click method of X-ray analysis was and is
sufficient to get meaningful data from a sample. Put the beam on a feature,
collect a spectrum, and move onto the next sample. Of course, you always
have to be aware of the interaction volume the beam creates in the sample.
Depending on their energy, electrons in the beam will interact with atoms in
the sample and scatter a predictable distance, Since it is these scattering
events that create X-rays, the X-rays given off by the sample can be from an
area beyond the area being analyzed. But if you are working with

homogenous samples, or if your area of interest is several microns in size, you
can get by pretty well with the point and click method.

The previous gross simplification is true for samples run in an SEM at
relatively high vacuums of 10" torr or better. At these vacuums, the mean free
path for electrons traveling through the vacuum can be measured in feet.
Translation: The electrons in the beam will travel from the final lens to the sample
in a nice straight line and be focused into a nice tight spot, with no interruptions,

The breakthrough of the variable pressure SEM is the ability to image
sampies at vacuums much lower than those in a conventional SEM by introducing
gasses such as air, nitrogen, helium, water vapor, etc. into the sample chamber.
Samples that cannot stand up to high vacuum because of their delicate
composition, or because of their water content can now be viewed in their natural
state. Samples that normally require conductive coatings can be viewed un-
coated, while gas molecules in the chamber harmlessly carry the charge away.
Chamber pressures up to several Torr are possible, an increase in pressure of
more than 10,000 times over typical high vacuum.

As with most technology, the advent of the variable pressure SEM involves
some "engineering tradeoffs". The benefits derived from these instruments take
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Figure 2. Electron beam spread in helium
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LASS*
*Laser Alignment Sample System

Patent Pending

Designed to aid in locating specific areas
on a sample before you close the SEM door!

M.E. TAYLOR ENGINEERING, INC.
21604 Gentry Lane • Brookeville, MD 20833

Phone: 1-301-774-6246-FAX: 1-301-774-6711
E-Mail: Metengr@aol.com

VISA/MASTERCARD &AMER. EXPRESS ACCEPTED!
Visit us at Booth #1110 at MSA/MAS/HCS!

EMF-1
E-M field cancellation for

scanning electron microscopy
Small, portable device is.,.

I inexpensive
I *effective

*simple to install
*easy to use

i ^completely safe to use
i *a good diagnostic tool

jf you use a scanning electron microscope, chances are that your work
is limited by the eIectro-magnetic fields present fn your lab. It is usually
impractical to reduce the sources of those fields. But now you can
cancel them out - directly at the specimen chamber where they affect
your work, without creating additional large scale fields.

Advanced Research Systems, 317 North 4th. Street, St. Charles, IL 60174
PH 630.513.7093 FAX 630.513.7092 email info@sem.oom
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Before Etching and Coating

Before and after images showing the polished cross-sectional View of s typical semiconductor device. The sample was etched for 5 minutes at 6 kV and
coated with Au/l'd. In the etched image, die detailed grain structure of the tungsten plugs are plainly visible.

PECS
PRECISION ETCHING COATING SYSTEM

Chemical-free etching and coating in a single unit for SEM and light microscopy

The new Precision Etching Coating System (PECS™)
provides clean, chemical-free etching and high resolu-
tion sputter coating in one compact desktop unit.

Chemical free etching. Eliminates hazardous chemicals
from your lab and provides precise control over the
etching process.

Etching/coating in one instrument. Samples can be

etched and coated without breaking vacuum, reduc-
ing sample handling and contamination or oxidation.

Controlled etching and coating. Rock and rotate angles

and rocking speed can all be varied to ensure uni-
form etching and coating of the sample.

Increased sample throughput. Samples can be re-
etched and coated as necessary. You can select up to
four target materials without breaking vacuum.
Dormant targets are fully shielded from sputter conta-
mination. The 36-mm stage and sample holder will
accept most SEM stubs and metallographic speci-
mens.

Easy to use with Simple controls. Programmable timer
precisely controls the duration of sample etching or
coating. Coating rates and thicknesses can be mea-
sured, with probe and film-thickness monitor.

Fur more information on the new PECS, contact Gatan or
a Gatan representative for more
information.
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X-ray Analysis in a Vacuum - From Page 32

place at elevated chamber pressure. As the pressure goes up, {he number
of gas molecules in the chamber goes up as well. The probability of
electrons in the beam hitting a gas molecule, and being scattered, goes up
with the pressure, This effect is similar to the beam spread in a solid
sample, although to a much lower degree. If the beam is scattered on its
way to the sample, some electrons will hit the sample away from the area of
interest. This effect is what makes X-ray analysis in a variable pressure
SEM so interesting.

Think of the electron beam under high vacuum conditions as looking
like a straight, thin line. Now, under low vacuum conditions, imagine the
beam looking more like a cone, spreading out as it travels to the sample.
The higher the chamber pressure, i.e., the more gas molecules in the
chamber, the more scattering and the larger the base of the cone. As the
electron beam spreads out, more of the x-ray signal will be generated away
from the original area oi interest. If the beam spread (base of the cone) is
larger than the area being analyzed, the resulting X-ray spectrum will
contain information from an unwanted region of the sample.

There are several ways to deal with this problem, The most obvious is
to keep the chamber vacuum as low as possible, without damaging the
sample or inducing charging effects. Another is to keep the working
distance as short as possible. The shorter the working distance, the less
chance the beam has to spread before it reaches the sample. The choice of
gas plays a significant role in the amount of beam scatter. Helium is the gas
of choice to keep beam scatter to a minimum. A helium atmosphere will
scatter the electron beam significantly less than an atmosphere of heavier
atoms such as air. if all else fails, another opiion, sample permitting, is to
first do the imaging at low vacuum, then switch to high vacuum to perform
X-ray analysis.

How do you know if the beam scatter is going to cause you a problem?
The ability to determine the amount of beam scatter would prove very useful

for selecting the best conditions to analyze a given sample. The same software
technique of monte carlo modeling commonly used to view the size of the
interaction volume in the sample can be employed to see how much the beam
scatters in a variable pressure SEM. Software models can be performed that give
a precise view of the beam scatter for a given set of variables. To produce a
model, values for accelerating voltage, working distance, chamber pressure, and
gas type need to be entered into the software. The user can then try different
pressures, gasses, and working distances and see how much the beam scatters.
This type of modeling lets you choose the best conditions to keep beam scatter
within the limits of the feature you are trying to analyze.

The following examples were created with the software program "Electron
Flight Simulator LV".
Figure 1 is a series of models showing beam spread for various chamber
pressures with air as the source gas. Figure 2 shows the same models for a
Helium atmosphere. Both figures use an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a
working distance of 15 mm.

Another effect of the elevated chamber pressure is the gas molecules do not
just interfere with the incoming electron beam, but they can also interact with the
X-rays leaving the sample on their way to the detector. The gas molecules will
act to absorb some small portion of the emitted X-rays, thereby changing the
measured intensities. This could lead to errors in quantitative analysis. The effect
will obviously be more pronounced for low energy X-rays, as they are more
readily absorbed by the gas molecules. Software correction methods will no
doubt evolve to deal with this new wrinkle in quantitative analysis.

My conclusion: Enjoy the new found capabilities the variable pressure SEM
brings to your sample analysis needs. Just don't be surprised when your X-ray
spectrum gives you peaks you don't expect. Take time to consider the effects of
the chamber atmosphere and pressure on the accuracy of your X-ray data, and
set up your analysis accordingly. •
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Electron Flight Simulator 3.1LV, Small World (703) 849-1492, dchemoff@aol.com
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WDS AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
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Superior and versatile software products for

JEOL&CAMECA
Over 70 systems installed worldwide
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What Do

OXFORD, EDMA, IXRF, and PGT
Have in Common?

They All Chose

Electron Flight Simulator
The Most Widely Used Analysis Simulation Software In The Worid

IntEioclicn Volune

Model particles or
inclusions. Drag the particle
to any position in the sample.

Show electron interaction
volume (blue lines),
generated x-ray volume
(green dots), and emitted
x-ray volume (red dots).

Model up to five layers on /
a substrate (for SEM) or '
siand-alone (for TEM).

Generated
• E minted
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2000
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Comment!

Type DomniiTilE hsis
before printing or
uving ID difk. Modeli
can ba saved n image
Piles end raportflrf to
nsge iisKnj) progiHit.

Tilt the sample to any
angle. Tilt at 90" to
model cross sections.

Display the PhiRhoZ
curves to show generated
(green) and emitted (red)
x-ray intensity vs, depth.

Generate simulated
spectra , based on your
detector crystal, window,
and geometry.

Electron Flight Simulator model showing electron and x-ray interaction volume in a complex sample

How Will it Help Me?

Electron Flight Simulator was designed
with one goai in mind: to help you do a
better analysis. Critical information about
beam penetration, interaction volume size,
and x-ray production is at your fingertips.

Knowing how the beam penetrates and
spreads in a sample vvill give you increased
confidence that your data is accurate. It
helps explain your results to non-experts,
and train new analysts. Save time, effort,
and money by modeling a sample before
ever putting it in the microscope. The
software shows the best conditions to use.

How Do I Use It?

Vary the accelerating voltage and sample
tilt until the interaction volume model is
the correct size and shape for the feature
you want to analyze. If you want to analyze
thin films or small particles, the model
enables you to determine the best
accelerating voltage to avoid picking up
unwanted x-ray signals from the substrate,
Evenmeasure film and particle thicknesses.

Electron Flight Simulator runs under
Windows 3.1,95, and NT 4.0. Only $795
for a single user license. Satisfaction
guaranteed or your money back.

Coming Soon

Two new versions of Electron Flight
Simulator add the following features:

Electron Flight Simulator LV
Model the beam behavior in low vacuum

and environmental SEMs. Vary chamber
pressure, gas type, and working distance
to see how the effective spot size changes.

Electron Flight Simulator A
Model Auger electrons as they escape

from the sample. Determine lateral
resolution of the Auger signal.

SMALL WORLD Phone/Fax: (703) 849-1492 or (500) 447-3340 e-mail: dchernoff@aol.com See us in booth 208 at MSA
Visit our web site to view examples and download a free demo version, http://members.aol.com/smworld100/index.htm
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